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What is the MLP profile? 
1.1 MLP profile is the successor of the MLS profile. It is an SKG*** approved profile with conventional key, 
technical patent and certificate.    

MLP general information  
2.1 Why is the MLS profile now with patent? 
We believe that carrying a conventional key system with technical patent is more appropriate for a 
security product. 

2.2 Are the prices for the MLP profile higher as a result? 
No, we have deliberately kept the prices for this profile equal to the existing MLS profile! This means that 
you have an SKG*** approved profile (formerly SKG**) with technical patent at competitive prices. 

Technical patent and certificate 
3.1 What does a technical patent mean? 
The technical patent means that keys are legally protected against unauthorized copying. Thus keys may 
not be duplicated just like that. Only through our dealers you can order original keys on presentation of 
the original certificate.  

3.2 Can a key be copied illegally? 
Yes, but this is punishable by law. 

3.3 Why is a certificate supplied? 
The MLP profile is protected and we will register all key codes. This code is on the certificate provided. The 
keys of the MLP profile can then only be delivered upon presentation of this certificate. 

3.4 How does the code registration take place? 
The key codes of locking sets with the same key and of locking plans are registered in the key code 
register. The number of issued and reordered keys is registered. 

3.5 How can the key code be recognised? 
Single locks or cylinder sets will have the suffix 119 on the key, this belongs to the MLP profile. 
Old MLS profile combined with the new MLP profile 

4.1 Can I use the new MLP profile with the old MLS profile?  
Yes you can. By replacing the keys and cylinders in the outer shell you can for example upgrade an existing 
SKG** system to an SKG*** system. The new MLP keys fit both the old MLS and the new MLP cylinders. 
However, the old MLS keys do not fit the new MLP cylinders. 

4.2 Do you still have stock of the old MLS profile? 
Yes, we still have enough old MLS cylinders (with various common lengths) in stock, however, these are 
for repeat orders only! Old cylinders can still be reordered for the time being. 
Keys are only supplied with the MLP profile, as the new key also fits the old cylinders. 

4.3 How do you deal with backorders on the old MLS profile?  
We will supervise the correct re-ordering of the old and new profile. We will then make active inquiries to 
find out how many cylinders/keys are in use. With this information, we can then make an appropriate 
proposal if necessary.  


